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Radial datasetA novel method for improving the training of some topology preserving algorithms charac-
terized by its scale invariant mapping is presented and analyzed in this study. It is called
Weighted Voting Superposition (WeVoS), and in this research is applied to the Scale Invari-
ant Feature Map (SIM) and the Maximum Likelihood Hebbian Learning Scale Invariant Map
(Max-SIM) providing two new versions, the WeVoS–SIM and the WeVoS–Max-SIM. The
method is based on the training of an ensemble of networks and the combination of them
to obtain a single one, including the best features of each one of the networks in the ensem-
ble. To accomplish this combination, a weighted voting process takes place between the
units of the maps in the ensemble in order to determine the characteristics of the units
of the resulting map. To provide a complete comparative study of these new models, they
are compared with their original models, the SIM and Max-SIM and also to probably the
best known topology preserving model: the Self-Organizing Map. The models are tested
under the frame of two ad hoc artificial data sets and a real-world one, characterized for
having an internal radial distribution. Four different quality measures have been applied
for each model in order to present a complete study of their capabilities. The results
obtained confirm that the novel models presented in this study based on the application
of WeVoS can outperform the classic models in terms of organization of the presented
information.
 2014 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Among the great variety of tools for multi-dimensional data visualization, several of the most widely used are those
belonging to the family of the topology preserving maps [19]. Probably the best known among those algorithms is the
Self-Organizing Map (SOM) [20]. Two interesting models that will be mainly discussed along the present study are the Scale
Invariant Map (SIM) [12] and the Maximum Likelihood Scale Invariant Map (Max-SIM) [7]. Both are designed to perform
their best with radial datasets; that is, which have their samples distributed in a radial way, by being situated at a similar
multi-dimensional distance from a given central position, such as a circumference or sphere. The main difference between
this mapping and the first mentioned model is that this mapping is scale invariant. When topology preserving maps are
trained, they approximate a Voronoi tessellation of the input space [21]. The scale invariant map, however, creates a map-
ping where each neuron captures a ‘‘pie slice’’ of the data according to the angular distribution of the input data. The present
research is manly focused on the enhancement of some of the characteristics of these two models.
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at first thought. One of the areas where these features are more decisive is the image analysis. In order to perform a reliable
matching between different views of an object or scene, it is very important that the image can be analyzed without having
to take into account the distance from which the image was acquired, but rather it inherent characteristics and organization
Bronstein and Kokkinos [6]. For example, if a system is designed to recognize the fingers of a human hand that a given person
is showing to a camera (i.e. for tracking gestures in novel human–machine interfaces); a desired requirement could easily be
that this system should work regardless the exact distance from where the user is standing. This is also true when designing
navigation algorithms for mobile robots: it is important to distinguish the surroundings of the robot independently from the
distance from where the robot is located at a given time, so it greatly simplifies these algorithms Zhang [33]. A neural net-
work algorithm capable of analyzing these kind of data features has lots of applications in these fields.
A general problem that affects the majority of the neural network algorithms is that they are rather unstable, potentially
yielding quite different results in spite being trained with the same data set and parameters [16]. This effect comes from the
fact that, in practical applications, this kind of algorithms must be initialized in a random way and data must be presented
also in random order; to not induce a biased training and benefit the same data samples in different runs of the algorithm. So,
although these algorithms can be stable in a probabilistic sense, they may have quite different results when repeating the
training/test process. This specific behavior can be observed when the dataset used to train is composed by a low number
of data samples or has some regions where data samples are sparse. In those cases, the effect of removing or adding a sample
or presenting it in a different moment of an algorithm’s training procedure is magnified by the fact that there are few sam-
ples in the vicinity of that one to compare to. This is especially true in algorithms that use the Voronoi regions for their anal-
ysis. This well-known problem is the one address in the present work.
The use of ensembles is one of the most spread techniques for increasing the stability and performance of an analysis
model [4,17]. This meta-algorithm consists on training several slightly different models over the same data set and relying
on their combined results, rather than in the results of a single model. A lot of previous studies and algorithms have been
proposed for this task, ranging from the simple ones – Bagging [4], Random Forest [5] – to more complex ones – Adaboost
[11] Stacking Generalization [31]. All these techniques have the objective of increasing the diversity of the general classifier,
that is the ensemble, in order to improve the generalization capabilities of the simple models and therefore, being able to
better classify new samples [26].
In order to easily work with the results of an ensemble, one of the most spread techniques is the calculation of a final
summary of all the components of the ensemble. This summary – or fusion – usually has the same structure as that of
the single models composing the ensemble, but it is expected to outperform the models that are trained individually. The
main idea developed in this study is to profit from several different trainings of the same algorithm by fusing them to cal-
culate a final model that includes the best performing aspects of each of them.
There are many combination algorithms in classification ensembles literature; but few of them, up to the knowledge of
the authors, are directly applicable to topology preserving algorithms. Several algorithms for topographic maps summariza-
tion have been previously proposed [24,13,28], although there are some characteristics of the topology preserving models
that have not been taken into account. This study presents a novel algorithm to overcome the main pitfalls of two of them.
The first one, called fusion based on Voronoi Polygons Similarity [28] is characterized by determining the units of different
maps that are suitable to be fused by comparing the input space covered by each unit. That is, comparing what are called the
Voronoi polygons of each unit [30]. This summary performs very well when recognizing and adapting its structure in the
input space of the data set, but it is not really able to represent that same data set in a 2-D map; thus being of no use for
dimensional reduction and visualization tasks. The second one, called fusion based on Euclidean Distance [13] uses the clas-
sic Euclidean Distance between units to determine their suitability to be fused, instead. In this case the model is able to rep-
resent the data set as a 2-D map, but the way it computes the neurons to fuse is an approximate one, so is prone to errors in
the topology preservation of the map.
In this research we present and analyze a new fusion algorithm called Weighted Voting Superposition (WeVoS) [1]
applied for the first time to the SIM and Max-SIM. The study reports the application of these algorithms under two artificial
data sets, created accordingly to the main characteristic of the models under study.
The rest of the study is organized as follows. The topology preserving models used in the study are introduced in Section 2.
Section 3 describes the measurements used to analyze the results of the tests performed. The novel fusion algorithm applied
to the scale invariant map is described in detail in Section 4. Section 5 presents the experiments performed to test the mod-
el’s qualities. Finally, Section 6 contains some conclusions and lines of future work.
2. Topology preserving algorithms
The main target of the family of topology preserving maps [22] is to produce low dimensional representations of high
dimensional data sets maintaining the topological features of the input space.
2.1. Self-Organizing Maps
The best known technique among them is the Self-Organizing Map (SOM) algorithm [20,9]. The basic SOM consists of m
units located on a regular low-dimensional grid, U, usually 1- or 2-dimensional. The learning process used by this kind of
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a neural network gradually become sensitive to different input categories or sets of samples in a specific domain of the input
space [21].
The update of the neuron weights depending on their neighborhood in SOM is represented by:wkðt þ 1Þ ¼ wkðtÞ þ aðtÞgðv ; k; tÞðxðtÞ wkðtÞÞ ð1Þwhere x denotes the network input, wk the characteristics vector of each neuron; a, is the learning rate of the algorithm; and
gðv ; k; tÞ is the neighborhood function, in which v represents the position of the winning neuron (BMU) in the lattice, and k
the positions of the neurons in its neighborhood. The most common function is a Gaussian function centered on the position
of the BMU; although other functions, such as the difference of Gaussians, are also widely used.
2.2. Scale-invariant maps
Another example of a topographic mapping algorithm is the Scale Invariant Map (SIM) [12]. The SIM uses a simple net-
work which uses negative feedback activation and simple Hebbian learning to self-organize. By adding neighborhood rela-
tions to its learning rule, it creates a feature map which has the property of retaining the angular properties of the input data,
i.e. vectors of similar directions are classified similarly regardless of their magnitude. A SIM is also a regular array of nodes
arranged on a lattice. Competitive learning and a neighborhood function are used in a similar way as with the SOM. The input
data (x) is fed forward to the outputs yi in the usual way. After selection of a winner, the winner, c, is deemed to be firing
(yc ¼ 1) and all other outputs are suppressed (yi ¼ 0). The winner’s activation is then fed back through its weights and this
is subtracted from the inputs to calculate the error or residual e as shown in Eq. (2):e ¼ xWcyc; ðyc ¼ 1Þ ð2ÞThe Maximum Likelihood Scale Invariant Map (Max-SIM) [7] is an extension of the SIM based on the application of the
Maximum Likelihood Hebbian Learning (MLHL) [8]. The main difference with the SIM is that the MLHL is used to update the
weights of all nodes in the neighborhood of the winner, once this has been updated as in Eq. (2). This can be expressed as in
Eq. (3):MWi ¼ hcigðxWcÞp1; 8i 2 Nc ð3Þ
By giving different values to p, the learning rule is optimal for different probability density functions of the residuals. hci is
the neighborhood function as in the case of the SOM and Nc is the number of output neurons. Finally, g represents the learn-
ing rate of the learning rule. During the training of the SIM or the Max-SIM, the weights of the winning node are fed back as
inhibition at the inputs, and then in the case of the Max-SIM, MLHL learning is used to update the weights of all nodes in the
neighborhood of the winner as explained above. The Max-SIM implements therefore, a general family of rules in which the
original SIM is included. It can be considered that the updating of neurons used in a SIM is the same used for the Max-SIM,
but with the p parameter having the invariant value of 2.
3. Quality measures for topology preserving models
Several quality measures have been proposed in literature to study the reliability of the results displayed by topology pre-
serving models in representing the data set that have been trained with [3,25,27]. There is not a global and unified one, but
rather a set of complementary ones, as each of them asses a specific characteristic of the performance of the map in different
visual representation areas. The four measures used in this study are briefly presented in the following paragraphs.
Classification error. Using its inherent pattern matching characteristics, the topology preserving maps in general terms can
be used for classification tasks. Intuitively, the samples activating the same neuron of the network are very likely to belong to
the same class. When a new sample is presented to the network, the sample can be classified in the same class which the
majority of samples activating the same neuron belong to. A consistent behavior when classifying samples points to a cor-
rectly trained map. So, although this is not the main function of this kind of networks, the measure of how many samples are
wrongly classified has been used, to an extent, to asses the quality of the final map in numerous previous studies.
Quantization error. This error is related to all forms of vector quantization and clustering algorithms. Thus, this measure
completely disregards map topology and alignment. It is computed by determining the average distance of the test data set
entries to the cluster centroids by which they are represented. In case of the SOM, the cluster centroids are the map units.
Distortion [23,29]. When using a constant radius for the neighborhood function of the learning phase of a SOM; the algo-
rithm optimizes a particular function. This function can be used to quantify in a more trustful way than the previous one, the
overall topology preservation of a map by means of a measure, called Distortion measure in this research.
Goodness of Map [18]. This measure combines two different error measures: the Square Quantization error and the Dis-
tortion. It takes account of both the distance between the input and the Best Matching Unit (BMU) and the distance between
the first BMU and the second BMU in the shortest path between both along the grid map units, calculated solely with units
that are direct neighbors in the map. In other words, it is a mixture of the classic Mean Quantization Error measure and a
topographic ordering measure.
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The WeVoS [1] is an algorithm that tries to overcome the problems outlined in Section 1 for the previously presented
fusion algorithms for topology-preserving models [13,28] and it is applied for the first time to two scale-invariant maps
to analyze its response when dealing with radial data sets [12]. The principal idea is to obtain the final units of the map
by a weighted voting among the units in the same position in the different maps, according to a quality measure. This mea-
sure can be any measure found in literature, as long as can be calculated in a unit by unit basis. The voting process used is the







ð4Þwhere Vp;m is the weight of the vote for the unit included in map m of the ensemble, in its position p;M is the total number of
maps in the ensemble, bp;m is the binary vector used for marking the data set entries recognized by unit in position p of map
m, and qp;m is the value of the desired quality measure for unit in position p of map m.
b is a binary vector of the same length as data samples are in the dataset; that is used to store the samples recognized by a
single unit. So, the first term of the equation accounts for the recognition rate of a unit in a map in relation with the total of
recognition of the units in the same position on all the maps of the ensemble. Following the same reasoning, the second term
accounts for the quality of a unit in a map in relation with the overall quality obtained by the units in the same position in all
maps.
The main objective of the WeVoS algorithm is to generate a final map processed unit by unit. Instead of trying to obtain
the best position for the units of a single map trained on a single data set, it aims to generate several maps over different
parts of the data set. It then obtains a final summarized map, calculating by consensus which is the best set of characteristics
vector for each unit position in the map. In order to perform this calculation, the meta-algorithm must first obtain the quality
of every unit that composes each map [27], so that it can relay in some kind of informed resolution for the fusion of neurons.
A schematic diagram of this situation is depicted in Fig. 1, and a detailed description of the algorithm can be found in
Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1. Weighted Voting Summarization algorithm
Input: Set of trained topology-preserving maps: M1 . . . Mn, training data set: S
Output: A final fused map: Mfus
1: Select a training set S ¼ hðx1; y1Þ . . . ðxm; ymÞi
2: train several networks by using the bagging meta-algorithm: M1 . . . Mn
3: procedure WeVoS M1 . . . Mn
4: for all map Mi 2 Mn do
5: calculate quality/error measure for ALL neurons in the map
6: end for
7: calculate an accumulated total of the quality/error for each position QðpÞ
8: calculate recognition rate for each position BðpÞ.
. These two values are used in Eq. (4).
9: for all unit position p in Mi do
10: initialize the fused map (Mfus): calculate the centroid (wc) of the neurons of all maps in position ðpÞ
11: end for
12: for all map Mi 2 Mn do
13: for all unit position p in Mi do
14: calculate the vote weight ðVp;Mi Þ using Eq. (4).
15: feed the weights vector of neuron wp into the fused map ðMfusÞ
16: end for
17: end for
. The weight of the vote ðVp;Mi Þ is used as the learning rate (a).
. The position of the neuron (p) is considered as the position of the BMU ðvÞ.
. The neuron of the fused map wp
 
approximates the neuron of the composing ensemble ðwp;mÞ according to the
quality of its adaptation.
18: end procedure
Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the weighted voting in WeVoS in a 2-D map.
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Then, the chosen quality/error measure is calculated for each of the neurons in all the ensemble maps. The fused map is ini-
tialized by calculating the centroids of the neurons in the same position of all the maps, that is, by calculating the superpo-
sition of the ensemble. For each of the neurons in the fused map, the average neuron quality as well as the number of total
samples recognized in that position for the ensemble maps are calculated. The weight of the vote for each neuron can be
calculated with this information by using Eq. (4). To modify the position of the neuron in the fused map, the weights of each
of the neurons in that position are fed to the final map. The learning rate in each case will be the weight of the vote for that
neuron.
The intuitive idea behind this process is to minimize the effect of sparse datasets or outlier data samples. Let us say there
is an outlier sample on the analyzed dataset. If a single map is trained over the dataset, it will probably be affected by this
situation and will include a ‘‘defect’’ on its lattice: a badly situated unit. This situation would be magnified if the dataset is
quite sparse, because there are few ‘‘normal’’ samples on the vicinity of the outlier to compare. If several maps are calculated
on the dataset using a bagging algorithm – which involves sub-sampling the original dataset – it is quite probable that the
outlier sample will not be included in a majority of the data sub-sets; so the majority of the maps will not include the defect
on their units. Finally, by applying the WeVoS algorithm, the set of maps is merged into a single one that adjusts the position
of each of its units by measuring the level of adaptation to the data of the same corresponding unit in all maps. In this case is
possible to detect a defect on the lattice by comparing the adaptation of the same unit along the set of maps. When this is
detected, the influence of the ‘‘defective’’ unit on the final map will be minimized. That way, the effect of outlier or sparse
samples can be detected and minimized, as they only affect units in a minority of the maps.
The effect of this whole process is a sort of ‘‘smoother’’ lattice expanding over the dataset. This can be clearly seen on the
results shown in Fig. 6. The smoother lattice means a better overall adaptation over the dataset while avoiding the overfit-
ting, thus capturing better its main features and leaving out small defects.5. Experiments and results
In order to test the novel two models presented in this research, two artificial data sets with a radial layout have been
created [12]. The first one consists in a simple 2-dimension circular set, while the second one is a 3-dimension spherical data
set. In addition, the application of the model to a real-world data set related to image segmentation – obtained from the UCI
repository [10] – is included.
Tests were run using a classic fivefold cross-validation in order to use the complete data set for training and testing. The
ensembles were trained using one of the simplest meta-algorithms for ensemble training: the bagging meta-algorithm Brei-
man [4].
What is studied in these series of experiments is the effect of reducing the amount of data available – number of samples
– for the training in each of the models, in each of the four quality measures presented in Section 3.
In each of the tests the data set has been reduced in a 1/5 of its original size, and a single model and an ensemble of 5
maps is calculated for each one. Comparing the performance of the models over datasets with the same inner structure,
but different levels of sparsity on each; the stabilizing effect of the ensemble models as opposed to single algorithms is better
studied. This series of experiments checks if ensemble models are able to keep adapting correctly to a less clearly defined
structure. Also, as the three data sets contain a few outliers, the effect of decreasing the number of samples implies an
increase on the relative amount of noisy samples in the data set and therefore, an increase of difficulty of the adaptation
of the map to the data set increases.
Table 1
Parameters use for all networks trained over the 2D data set.
SOM SIM Max-SIM
Size 25 25 25
Epochs 1000 1000 1000
Learning rate 0.01 0.02 0.03
Neighborhood r1 : 10 r1 : 10 r1 : 10; p : 1:9
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This artificial 2-dimensional data set was created for testing and comparing the different algorithms described in this
study. It was generated by using classic Gaussian distributions. The Gaussian distributions were centered along six different
points of the 2-D data space. The centers were placed forming a ‘‘circular shape’’. So although the clusters of data contain the
same amount of samples, the data set is not uniformly distributed. Also some outlier samples (3% of total of samples) are
included. For the measurement of classification error, the data samples were grouped into 6 classes one for each of the data
centers, with the same number of samples, corresponding with each one of the centers previously mentioned.
Table 1 shows the parameters used for the base learners throughout all the experiment, both for the single and ensemble
models. Parameters have been chosen in an experimental process of trial and error. Being parameter selection a tasks that is
very dependent on the dataset to use, several preliminary experiments were conducted with a range of combinations of
those parameters. The best performing set of parameters was selected to later conduct all the experiments detailed in the
comparison.
Regarding the Classification error (Fig. 2), it can be concluded that for such a simple data set the use of ensembles does not
improve the results of simple models (SOM, SIM or Max-SIM). Quite on the contrary, the effect of using ensembles to try to
improve good classifiers has the opposite effect, obtaining worse performing networks. This effect had already been observed
in [2,4]. The exception of this situation can be seen on Fig. 2 where, when the number of samples is very low (120) the Max-
SIM and the WeVoS–Max-SIM outperform their SOM counterparts. When the data set is ‘‘harder’’ to analyze, the use of more
complex models becomes advantageous.
Also, as the data classification is not one of the primary objectives of the topology preserving models; their results are
very unstable in general for all models, varying a lot depending on the size of the data set.
In Fig. 3 it can be seen how in this case the ensemble models improves their respective single model. Especially, the
WeVoS algorithm is useful when used with the SOM, as the single model is not the best one to deal with the data set used,
and therefore the use of WeVoS can improve a not optimally performing algorithm. In the case of the Max-SIM, the use of the
WeVoS algorithm improves the performance of the single Max-SIM, although in this case only slightly.
In such a simple data set, the use of ensembles is not giving any improvement respect the single model in the Distortion
error (Fig. 4). This measure gives an idea of the topographic ordering of a map. In the case of a 1-dimensional map, where
units are considered on a single line, it is very unlikely that an ensemble algorithm (WeVoS or other) improves the single
models, as the tests prove.
As happened with the quantization error, all models behave in a very stable way, regardless of the size of the data set.
The Goodness of Map (Fig. 5) is a measure combining both quantization and topology preservation. In this case the
WeVoS–Max-SIM proves its usefulness, as is the best performing one of all models. Also the WeVoS-SOM performs better
than the single SOM. This is probably due to the best quantization characteristics obtained by the WeVoS in these tests,
rather than to the topology preservation features. As was observed in other measures, the quantization measure favors
the WeVoS model (Fig. 3), while the Distortion is worse for this presented model than for the single ones (Fig. 4).
In this case, this error measure decreases for all models with the decrease of the size of the data set, because as the data
set becomes more sparse, the samples that serve as reference are lower in number. Still all models maintain their relative
position.5.2. A 3-D artificial data set
In these experiments, the data set used consists on an uniform distribution in the shape of a sphere. Samples are distrib-
uted uniformly forming an sphere, but the samples in the inside of it have been removed (those that where within a radius of
2/3 of the total radius) resulting in a hollow sphere. Each sample was assigned to one of eight different classes, being each
class composed of the samples within each one of the eight uniform parts of the sphere. These parts were obtained by divid-
ing the sphere twice using two perpendicular planes. The maps in this case are 2-dimensional.
Table 2 shows the parameters used for the base learners throughout all the experiment, both for the single and ensemble
models. Parameters have been chosen in an experimental process of trial and error. The best performing set of parameters
was selected to later conduct all the experiments detailed in the comparison.
For these experiments, the final adaptation of the network grid to the data set is showed in Fig. 6. The figure presents
several interesting situations. The most straightforward observation is how the SIM and Max-SIM based models adapt better
Fig. 2. Classification error for SOM, SIM and Max-SIM and their respective WeVoS ensemble over the circular data set.
Fig. 3. Mean Quantization Error for SOM, SIM and Max-SIM and their respective WeVoS ensemble over the circular data set.
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more spherical shape and the latter mentioned adopts a more twisted shape. The shape adopted by the SIM and Max-
SIM-based models, is considered a better adaptation of the data set, as the data sphere is hollow. This means that in the case
of the SOM-based models, all units that are in the center of the map are either ‘‘dead’’ units or they are recognizing arbitrary
samples from the outside of the sphere.
The second interesting observation is that in the SIM-based models, the use of the WeVoS algorithms helps to obtain a
much clearer grid than the single models thanks to the way the algorithms determines the final position of each unit, taking
into account the position of the neighboring ones. Finally, it is also interesting to point out that the SIM and WeVoS–SIM
yield as a result a grid that wraps the data set in a spherical shape, therefore being in more close contact with the more exte-
rior data samples. The Max-SIM and WeVoS–Max-SIM yield a similar spherical shape, but thanks to its more fine detail in the
tuning of its parameters, they are able to adapt theirselves more closely to the data set, obtaining a sphere that is embedded
into the data sphere, rather than wrapping it; being in contact not only with the most external samples, but the internal ones
as well.
The effects of this situation into the analytical results are discussed in the remaining of this section.
In Fig. 7 it can be seen that the three ensemble models improve the performance of all the three single models. It can be
seen then that, in a more complex data set, the use of the WeVoS algorithm becomes more interesting. Also in this case the
Max-SIM and WeVoS–Max-SIM perform better than the respective SIM and SOM algorithms.
Fig. 4. Distortion for SOM, SIM and Max-SIM and their respective WeVoS ensemble over the circular data set.
Fig. 5. Goodness of Map for SOM, SIM and Max-SIM and their respective WeVoS ensemble over the circular data set.
Table 2
Parameters use for all networks trained over the 3D data set.
SOM SIM Max-SIM
Size 15  20 15  20 15  20
Epochs 4000 4000 4000
Learning rate 0.01 0.02 0.06
Neighborhood r1 : 8; r2 : 10 r1 : 10 r1 : 10; p : 1:7
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WeVoS–SIM improves the quality of this measure, compared with the single SIM; whereas the WeVoS–Max-SIM obtains
worse results when compared with its single counterpart. Still, the SOM and WeVoS-SOM are outperforming the rest of
the models.
Regarding the topological order of the networks, represented by the Distortion measure (Fig. 9), the WeVoS–SIM and
WeVoS–Max-SIM outperform their respective single models, on the contrary of the 2D case (Fig. 4). The data set is now more
complex and being all 2D networks, the chance to commit errors in the topology representation of the data set are higher, so
Fig. 6. The network grid of each of the models discussed represented over the 3-dimensional spherical data set.
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WeVoS–Max-SIM as expected.
As a kind of summary of the previous observations, as it involves quantization and topology errors, the Goodness of Map
is presented in Fig. 10. When comparing the use of the WeVoS meta-algorithm, it is worth noting that while the SOM obtains
better results than the SIM; – the WeVoS–SIM improves the performance of the single SIM but the WeVoS-SOM obtains
worse results than the single one. This may be due to the fact that, being the adaptation of the SIM less stiff, although adapt-
ing a spherical shape, obtains a more ‘‘disordered’’ grid than the SOM. This is added to the fact that in its more simple form,
the training of the SIM is more difficult to adapt to a homogeneous data set, obtaining also worse quantization results.
On the contrary, the Max-SIM obtains much better results and even the WeVoS–Max-SIM is the best performing model of
the six compared (see Fig. 10). In this case, obtaining a correct spherical shape and a lower Distortion error, the Max-SIM is
outperforming the rest of the models.
The previously described behavior is consistent with the expected behavior of the WeVoS algorithm. It is important to
emphasize that the main objective of the algorithm is to improve topology preservation by increasing the stability of which
Fig. 7. Classification error for SOM, SIM and Max-SIM and their respective WeVoS ensemble over the spherical data set.
Fig. 8. Mean Quantization Error for SOM, SIM and Max-SIM and their respective WeVoS ensemble over the spherical data set.
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quantization error.
5.3. The Image Segmentation data set
In the third set of experiments a real data set is used. It has been obtained form the UCI Internet Repository [10] and con-
sists in an Image Segmentation problem. The application of Topology-preserving models to these kind of tasks has been pre-
viously proved interesting [15,14].
The data set consists in 208 samples representing pixels extracted randomly form 7 different outdoor photographs. Each
of the samples is composed of 19 dimensions. This is an interesting application for models such as the SIM or Max-SIM, as
Image Segmentation is an scale-invariant problem. Although the set includes 2300 samples for testing, for the purpose of this
study, only 208 samples have being randomly selected from the dataset; and 10-fold cross-validation was used in all exper-
iments. This is a much more complex task for all the neural models to complete, so the experiments are performed maxi-
mizing the size of the training data partitions, as opposed to the simpler previous experiments.
Table 3 shows the parameters used for the base learners throughout all the experiments, both for the single and ensemble
models. Parameters have been chosen in an experimental process of trial and error. The best performing set of parameters
was selected to later conduct all the experiments detailed in the comparison.
Fig. 9. Distortion for SOM, SIM and Max-SIM and their respective WeVoS ensemble over the spherical data set.
Fig. 10. Goodness of Map for SOM, SIM and Max-SIM and their respective WeVoS ensemble over the spherical data set.
Table 3
Parameters use for all networks trained over the Image Segmentation data set.
SOM SIM Max-SIM
Size 15  10 15  10 15  10
Epochs 2000 3000 3000
Learning rate 0.01 0.005 0.01
Neighborhood r1 : 5; r2 : 8 r1 : 5; r2 : 8 r1 : 8; r2 : 10; p : 2
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errors are very unstable, varying in a significant way depending on the instability of the data set. The WeVoS algorithm does
not clearly improve the results obtained by the single algorithms.
Fig. 12 shows the results for the comparison of the quantization error between the different models. As with the artificial
data sets, the model that clearly lowers its quantization error by the use of the WeVoS meta-algorithm is the Max-SIM. Again,
the SIM based models seem to fit better the structure of the data set.
Fig. 13 shows results obtained by the models for the Distortion measure. On the contrary to previous results, this measure
clearly differentiates the compared models. The SIM-based models obtain a clear lower error than the SOM-based ones.
Fig. 11. Classification Error for SOM, SIM and Max-SIM and their respective WeVoS ensemble over the Image Segmentation data set.
Fig. 12. Mean Quantization Error for SOM, SIM and Max-SIM and their respective WeVoS ensemble over the Image Segmentation data set.
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clear difference between models can be observed. Also, the single SIM-based models perform quite well, compared with the
single SOM. Similarly to other cases, the Max-SIM performance is improved with the use of the WeVoS algorithm as opposed
to the other two models.5.4. Summary
Some aspects that could be interesting to remark about the presented quality measures include the following:
The classification error is not the main objective of the Self-organizing models. As such, the results are quite unstable and
cannot really used to compare performances. The WeVoS meta-algorithm presented is aimed to boost one of the most char-
acteristic features of this kind of maps: to obtain a more truthful representation of the overall structure of the data set. In this
context, a too close representation of the data samples could even be considered as an overfitting situation. The fact that not
a clear improvement is shown in this area, is therefore an expected result.
More or less the same reasoning can be applied to the Mean Quantization Error. A too low quantization error can even
point to an overfitting problem. The MQE can serve, to an extent, to asses the quality of a map but it does not really give
a clear idea about the structure, or the twists in the map lattice. This is the reason why other, more complex, measures were
proposed. Still, in the case of the Image Segmentation data set, a clear improvement can be seen when comparing this mea-
sure for the Max-SIM and the WeVoS–Max-SIM.
The Distortion measure is more interesting for the comparison of the models, as it was designed to measure the ordering
of the map lattice. A progressive improvement of this measure by the use of WeVoS can be seen as the complexity of the data
set increases. With the 2D data set, the best performing algorithm is the SOM; while in the case of the 3D data set, the Max-
SIM and WeVoS–Max-SIM outperform the SOM, although remain very close to each other.
Fig. 13. Distortion for SOM, SIM and Max-SIM and their respective WeVoS ensemble over the Image Segmentation data set.
Fig. 14. Goodness of for SOM, SIM and Max-SIM and their respective WeVoS ensemble over the Image Segmentation data set.
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importantly, also for the organization between the map units. In the case of the Goodness of Map measure the mentioned
progression is clearer; being the case of the Image Segmentation the one in which the WeVoS–Max-SIM more clearly out-
perform the rest of models.
As overall results from the experiments performed, regarding the model comparison; three final tables including the
ranking of each of the models, from the lowest error (1) to the highest error (6) have been included in this section.
A common feature of all tests is that the worst performing algorithms tend to be the SOM based, while the best tend to be
the Max-SIM based. This was expected, as the latter is especially designed to perform better in the kind of datasets used in
the experiments.
Another issue detected in the experiments is that the SIM algorithm is much more unstable than the Max-SIM. The latter
has an extra parameter – parameter p – that enables to control the opening of the map over the data set. The WeVoS meta-
algorithm, as many of ensemble fusion algorithms, relays in a relative balance between variance and similarity of the fused
models. Very different models will fuse more roughly than similar ones. That idea is reinforced in this study by the fact that
the WeVoS–Max-SIM manages to improve the results of the single Max-SIM, but that the WeVoS–SIM improves the single
SIM in fewer occasions.
The task represented by the first experiment is a very simple one. As such, the difference between using single models or
WeVoS is very modest. Even in some cases the WeVoS-based models obtain worst results than single ones. This is an
expected effect of the ensemble architectures: when single models are performing in an optimal way, the use of ensembles
adds nothing to their capacities. As a common result, the Max-SIM and WeVoS–Max-SIM models are the best performing
ones. Its corresponding summary table can be seen at Table 4.
The the second experiment presents a much more difficult task, as the maps calculated are 2-dimensional, so the ordering
of the map’s lattice becomes substantially more difficult to achieve. In this case the use of the WeVoS algorithm is able to
improve the results of the SOM and the Max-SIM in most of the measures and conditions tested. As explained before, when
Table 4
Ranking of the models (from lower to higher error) on the Artificial 2D dataset.
Single WeVoS
SOM SIM Max-SIM SOM SIM Max-SIM
Classif 4 5 2 3 6 1
MQE 5 4 2 3 6 1
Distort. 1 5 4 2 6 3
Goodness 4 5 3 2 6 1
Table 5
Ranking of the models (from lower to higher error) on the Artificial 3D dataset.
Single WeVoS
SOM SIM Max-SIM SOM SIM Max-SIM
Classif 5 6 4 2 3 1
MQE 2 6 3 1 5 4
Distort. 4 6 2 3 5 1
Goodness 2 6 4 3 5 1
Table 6
Ranking of the models (from lower to higher error) on the Image Segmentation dataset.
Single WeVoS
SOM SIM Max-SIM SOM SIM Max-SIM
Classif 4 1 3 5 6 2
MQE 3 1 4 5 6 2
Distort. 5 3 1 6 4 2
Goodness 4 3 2 5 6 1
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the WeVoS–Max-SIM, as happened in the first experiment.
Although it is a not so well performing algorithm, the improvements obtained by the WeVoS meta-algorithm is even
more evident in the case of the SIM model, where the difference between single and WeVoS model can be clearly seen in
all quality measures. The fact that the SIM is performing worse than the SOM points again to a high instability inherent
to this algorithm. Still, the WeVoS algorithm manages to improve its results. The comparison of the models can be found
on Table 5.
Finally, the last experiment represents a task on a real-life dataset. This is the most difficult of the three tasks, and as can
be seen, offers some mixed results. When the base algorithm is not well suited for the dataset as happens with the SOM, the
use of the WeVoS ensemble does not help to improve its results, but rather it worsens them. This is because, for the WeVoS
algorithm to perform correctly, the maps to fuse must be rather similar between them. That is, neurons in the same position
of the map must be comparable. Otherwise, the average calculated from them is very deviated from the optimal one and the
final fused map does not represent the underlaying data as it should. This is the case in this experiment.
On the contrary, when the base map algorithm is performing correctly, the maps obtained in the ensemble have consis-
tent features, and therefore, they are similar enough to be fused with good results. This is the case of the Max-SIM algorithm:
as can be seen (see Table 6), the WeVoS meta-algorithm is able to improve the results obtained by the single map, becoming
again the best performing model.6. Conclusions
A novel algorithm to summarize an ensemble of topology preserving maps has been presented in this study for the SIM
and Max-SIM. This algorithm aims to obtain the best topology preserving summary as possible, in order to be used as a reli-
able tool in data visualization. Due to the inherent capabilities of the SIM and Max-SIM, their combination with the WeVoS
meta-algorithm especially helps to improve adaptation and visualization of datasets with a radial structure, as has been
showed in the tests. The main improvement of the algorithm is the added stability compared to the single model used.
As can be seen in the results showed, the effective of this meta-algorithm depends on the complexity of the data set. With
very simple analysis the added improvement of the ensemble is almost insignificant, or in some cases can even deteriorate
B. Baruque, E. Corchado / Information Sciences 280 (2014) 307–321 321the performance. On the contrary, its usefulness has been proved in the case of more complex data sets, where the extra
complexity of the calculation of the ensemble is compensated by the considerable increase of performance.
Future work includes the application of this algorithm to other topology preserving models, as the Visualization Induced
SOM (ViSOM) [32] and its combination with the use of other ensemble generation algorithms to boost its performance. Also
real life data sets will be used in order to assess its usefulness for real problems.
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